From trial and error to trial simulation III: a framework for interim analysis in efficacy trials with antidepressant drugs.
Clinical trials with antidepressant drugs often fail to detect drug effect, even with drugs that are known to be efficacious. In a previous publication, we showed that a model-based approach is required to address some of the existing challenges in the design of clinical trial protocols. Here, we illustrate how the implementation of an interim analysis (IA) may help to identify studies that are headed for failure, early in the trial before completion of treatment. In contrast to traditional IA procedures, an adaptive Bayesian approach is proposed to optimize the timing of analysis and decision criteria for futility and efficacy, taking into account enrollment rate and treatment response at intermediate visits in the trial. Validation procedures involving re-enrollment of patients confirmed the performance of the method. Our findings reveal that optimization of the timing and decision criteria at the interim stage is critical for the accuracy of the conclusions about treatment efficacy or futility.